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ABSTRACT
Aquaplanets with low-heat-capacity slab-ocean boundary conditions can exhibit rapid changes in the re-
gime of the overturning circulation over the seasonal cycle, which have been connected to the onset of Earth’s
monsoons. In spring, as the ITCZ migrates off the equator, it jumps poleward and a sudden transition occurs
from an eddy-driven, equinoctial regime with two weak Hadley cells, to a near-angular-momentum-
conserving, solstitial regime with a strong, cross-equatorial winter-hemisphere cell. Here, the controls on
the transition latitude and rate are explored in idealized moist aquaplanet simulations. It is found that the
transition remains rapid relative to the solar forcing when year length and slab-ocean heat capacity are
varied, and, at Earth’s rotation rate, always occurs when the ITCZ reaches approximately 78. This tran-
sition latitude is, however, found to scale inversely with rotation rate. Interestingly, the transition rate
varies nonmonotonically with rotation, with a maximum at Earth’s rotation rate, suggesting that Earth may
be particularly disposed to a fast monsoon onset. The fast transition relates to feedbacks in both the at-
mosphere and the slab ocean. In particular, an evaporative feedback between the lower-level branch of the
overturning circulation and the surface temperature is identified. This accelerates monsoon onset and slows
withdrawal. Last, comparing eddy-permitting and axisymmetric experiments shows that, in contrast with
results from dry models, in this fully moist model the presence of eddies slows the migration of the ITCZ
between hemispheres.
1. Introduction
The basic features of the onset of Earth’s monsoons
are seasonal reversal of the wind direction accompanied
by intense precipitation. Particularly in the case of the
South Asian monsoon, this occurs rapidly relative to the
evolution of the solar forcing (Yin 1949; Xie and Saiki
1999). The monsoon systems are localized in longitude,
and have often been assumed to be forced by land–sea
contrast. However, despite the lack of land–sea contrast,
these features of monsoon onset have been identified
in aquaplanets with a seasonal cycle and slab-ocean
boundary conditions, provided a sufficiently low-heat-
capacity ocean is used, for example a 1-m mixed layer
depth. Bordoni and Schneider (2008) observed that, in
such an aquaplanet model, as the ITCZ shifts off the
equator, it undergoes a rapid jump in latitude, co-
incident with a sudden strengthening of the winter-
hemisphere meridional overturning circulation and an
enhancement of precipitation. At the surface, in the
summer hemisphere, the meridional wind reverses di-
rection from equatorward to poleward, and the zonal
wind direction reverses from easterly to westerly.
This behavior is associated with a change in the
regime of the Hadley circulation from a strongly
eddy-driven equinoctial regime, to a near-angular-
momentum (AM)-conserving solstitial regime, and
is not seen in aquaplanets with deeper mixed layer
depths (e.g., 20m). In these deeper slab-ocean cases,
the ITCZ remains near the equator, migrating sinu-
soidally through the year, and the overturning circu-
lation remains in the equinoctial regime. In simulations
where a regime change does occur, the rapidity of
the transition relative to the solar forcing suggests
that some positive dynamical feedback is involved.
In this study, we perform a range of simulations with
an idealized moist model to investigate the forcings
and feedbacks controlling the rate of aquaplanet
monsoon onset, and the ITCZ latitude at which
it occurs.
The dynamics of the regime change behavior of the
overturning circulation can be understood using the
steady-state zonal-mean zonal momentum budget
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where f is the Coriolis parameter; u, y, and v are the
zonal, meridional, and pressure wind speeds; and F (x)
describes frictional damping. Overbars indicate a
temporal and zonal mean. Primes indicate deviations
from this, corresponding to transient eddies for an
aquaplanet. Assuming that streamlines are near hori-
zontal so that vertical derivatives may be neglected,
and that friction is weak in the upper troposphere, the
leading-order balance in the upper branch of the
Hadley circulation is simply
y( f 1 z)5
›u0y0
›y
. (2)
This equation has two solutions where y is nonzero.
First, if the eddy term on the right-hand side is zero,
then for an overturning circulation to exist, the verti-
cal component of the zonal-mean upper-level rela-
tive vorticity, z52›u/›y, must balance the planetary
vorticity. As f 1 z is proportional to the meridional
gradient of AM, this means that the flow must con-
serve AM. Alternatively, if the eddy term is nonzero,
an eddy-driven overturning circulation will exist.
The characteristics of the axisymmetric, AM-
conserving regime have been explored extensively,
and results from this limit are useful in interpreting
the behavior seen in eddy-permitting aquaplanet
simulations. Lindzen and Hou (1988) investigated the
behavior of the AM-conserving flow for off-equatorial
forcings. They showed that for a cell boundary at lat-
itude f1, at which the zonal wind speed is assumed to
be at rest, the AM-conserving zonal wind speed at a
latitude f is
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where V and a are planetary rotation rate and plane-
tary radius, respectively. If the zonal wind is assumed to
be in gradient wind balance, by integrating downward
a lower-level potential temperature Q can be evaluated
that is associated with the AM-conserving zonal wind
(Lindzen and Hou 1988; Schneider and Bordoni 2008):
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where g is gravitational acceleration, H is the log-
pressure height difference between the lower and
upper branches of the Hadley circulation, and Q0
andQ1 are a reference value and the maximum value of
lower-level potential temperature, respectively. For a
moist atmosphere, a similar subcloud-layer equiva-
lent potential temperature profile Qe in balance with
an AM-conserving zonal wind can be formulated
(Emanuel 1995; equation amended with missing factor
of 2):
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where Ts and Tt are the temperatures at the surface
and tropopause, cp is the heat capacity at constant
pressure, and f1 is the latitude at which the equiva-
lent potential temperature has its maximum value
Qe1, corresponding to the poleward boundary of the
winter-hemisphere Hadley cell. By applying condi-
tions of conservation and continuity of potential
temperature at the cell boundaries, Lindzen and Hou
(1988) showed that in an axisymmetric model, equa-
torial heating gives rise to two narrower, weaker
Hadley cells, while an off-equatorial heating maxi-
mum forces a stronger cross-equatorial cell, with a
weaker summer-hemisphere cell. Plumb and Hou
(1992) further showed that for an atmosphere relaxing
to an equilibrium temperature distribution Te, with a
peak off the equator and a flat gradient elsewhere,
some minimum meridional gradient of Te is needed to
force a meridional circulation. They suggested that
this threshold behavior might connect to the sudden
onset of monsoons.
As seen from (2), eddies allow deviations from these
various AM-conserving solutions, so that rather than
a weak and narrow equinoctial regime, a stronger
eddy-driven equinoctial circulation can be supported
(Schneider 1984; Kim and Lee 2001). Schneider and
Bordoni (2008) studied the temporal evolution of a
circulation of this kind. They found that over the
seasonal cycle, the Hadley circulation undergoes
rapid regime changes between an eddy-driven, equi-
noctial state, and an AM-conserving, cross-equatorial
state similar to that derived from axisymmetric
considerations. To explain the rapidity of the regime
change in the aquaplanet model, they proposed a
positive feedback process. They found that as the
cell moves into the solstitial regime, its lower branch
advects cold air up the temperature gradient, push-
ing the lower-level temperature maximum poleward
and steepening the temperature gradient [cf. (4)]. This
increase in forcing latitude and temperature gradi-
ent results in a stronger overturning circulation (cf.
Lindzen and Hou 1988), which in turn strengthens
the temperature advection in the lower branch. Ad-
ditionally, they noted that the upper-level flow in
the cross-equatorial Hadley cell is associated with
the development of upper-level easterly winds. They
suggest that these suppress eddy activity throughout
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the tropics, helping to transfer the circulation to the
AM-conserving regime. The AM-conserving cell is
intensified by the lower-level thermal forcing, result-
ing in stronger easterlies and a positive feedback. In a
later study, they demonstrated that a similar regime
change is also observed in a seasonally evolving dry
axisymmetric model, but found that eddies appear to
sharpen the transition (Bordoni and Schneider 2010).
A range of studies have now identified changes in the
regime of the zonal momentum budget during the onset
of Earth’s monsoons (Shaw 2014; Walker and Bordoni
2016; Geen et al. 2018). It therefore seems useful to re-
turn to the relatively simple aquaplanet case and de-
termine the controls on the ITCZ latitude at which the
regime change occurs, and the rate of the transition. By
exploring these using an idealized moist model, we hope
to determine which basic factors, besides land–sea con-
trast, control the onset of the real-world monsoons. To
approach this, we use a range of simulations to explore
the effects of year length, slab-ocean mixed layer depth,
planetary rotation rate, wind-induced surface heat ex-
change (WISHE), and eddies. In what follows, ‘‘equi-
noctial regime’’ refers to a circulation where the ITCZ is
on or close to the equator, so that two Hadley cells of
approximately similar strength exist. Where eddies are
permitted, this state is eddy-driven. ‘‘Solstitial’’ regime
refers to the circulation where the ITCZ is far from the
equator and the overturning circulation is cross-
equatorial and close to AM-conserving. The remainder
of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes
the model used and details of the simulations per-
formed. Results are presented in sections 3–6. Section 7
concludes the paper.
2. Model and experiments
We use the idealized modeling framework Isca, which
is described in full in Vallis et al. (2018). This is based
around the GFDL spectral dynamical core, and has
a range of parameterizations allowing the atmo-
spheres of both Earth and other planets to be simu-
lated. Here, as in Geen et al. (2018), we use a setup
similar to theModel of an IdealizedMoist Atmosphere
(Jucker and Gerber 2017). This includes simple pa-
rameterizations of moist physics based on the ideal-
ized model of Frierson et al. (2006). The convection
scheme is the simplified Betts–Miller scheme de-
scribed in Frierson (2007), with the amendments of
O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). Experiments are
run at T42 resolution, on 40 unevenly spaced sigma
levels, and with a 720-s time step. A key difference
from the Frierson et al. (2006) physics is the inclusion
of a more comprehensive radiation scheme, the Rapid
Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM; Mlawer et al.
1997; Clough et al. 2005). This recalculates radia-
tive heating, based on the humidity and temperature
structure of the atmosphere, every 3600 s of model
time. The insolation includes a seasonal and diur-
nal cycle, with a circular orbit, a solar constant of
1360Wm22, and an Earth-like obliquity of 23.4398. As
is common in idealized models, clouds are not in-
cluded in the parameterization of moist processes or
of radiation. At the surface, a slab ocean allows for a
closed atmospheric energy budget. The temperature
of the slab is controlled by the radiative, sensible, and
latent heat fluxes at the sea surface following
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whereC is the surface heat capacity; Ts is the sea surface
temperature (SST); RS and RL are the net downward
shortwave and longwave fluxes at the surface, respec-
tively; HL is the latent heat flux; and HS is the sensible
heat flux. As in Geen et al. (2018), a surface albedo of
0.25 is prescribed, with a high value chosen to compen-
sate for the lack of clouds in the model. At the top of the
model, a sponge layer is applied to inhibit gravity wave–
like behavior.
The experiments performed are summarized in Table 1,
which additionally provides a reference for the no-
menclature used to identify them. A control simulation
is used as a baseline for comparison with the other
experiments. This has an Earth-like rotation rate and
orbital period, and a 10-m mixed layer depth. The
control uses a 30 day month21 calendar, so that a
control year is 360 days.
TABLE 1. Summary of experiments and nomenclature used in text.
Name Description X (where relevant)
control 10-m mixed layer depth, 360-day year, Earth’s rotation rate —
opX As in control, but with the orbital period and mixed layer depth scaled by a factor X 0.25, 0.5, 2, 3, 4
mldX As in control, but with a mixed layer depth of X m 2.5, 5, 15, 20
no-wishe As in control, but with dependence of surface heat exchange on the wind speed removed —
rtX Based on control, mld5 and mld15, but with the rotation rate scaled by a factor X 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2
control-zs Axisymmetric simulation with SSTs prescribed to those of control —
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Section 3 discusses the results of experiments in which
the orbital period and mixed layer depth are varied.
In the opX experiments, the orbital period, and conse-
quently year length, of the planet is altered by a factor
X 5 P/PE where P is the amended period, and PE is
the period of Earth’s orbit. To keep the magnitude and
structure of the seasonal cycle of surface temperatures
similar between the various opX experiments, the con-
trol mixed layer depth is alsomultiplied by this factor, so
that for example the op2 experiment has a mixed layer
depth of 20m. The mldX experiments have a mixed
layer depth of Xm, but Earth’s orbital period.
In section 4, to investigate the role of WISHE, the
control experiment is compared with an experiment
denoted no-wishe, in which the wind speed used in
calculating the surface evaporation and sensible heat
transfer is prescribed to 10m s21 at all grid points.
This value is chosen based on the global-mean lowest-
level wind speed of the control run. This simulation
also gives some indication of the role of moisture–
radiation interactions as a source of feedbacks, as
without this interaction with the wind speed, surface
cooling is predominantly controlled by the surface
and lowest-model-level temperatures, and the radia-
tive fluxes.
In section 5 we present results from the rtX experi-
ments, where the planet’s rotation rate is varied by a
factor X5V/VE, where VE is Earth’s rotation rate. To
confirm that results from these experiments are robust
under changes to other parameters, simulations are re-
peated for all rotation rates using mixed layer depths of
5 and 15m.
Last, in section 6, the role of eddies is explored by
comparison of the control with an experiment control-
zs, which is an axisymmetric simulation forced with the
SSTs of the control experiment. In this experiment,
similar to previous studies in axisymmetric models (e.g.,
Satoh 1994; Caballero et al. 2008), vertical diffusion is
enabled in the free atmosphere to suppress symmetric
instabilities, though some noise is still evident.
All experiments were spun up for 3600 days (10 years
in control simulation time), except for the op3 and
op4 experiments, which were spun up for 4320 days to
allow averages to begin in the experiments’ Januarys.
Seasonal climatologies were then averaged over 30
experiment years, corresponding to 10 800 days in
experiments with control length years, or e.g., 5400
and 21 600 days for op0.5 and op2, respectively. The
data presented comprise climatologies of multiyear
5-day (pentad) means, except for experiment op0.25
where the very short year length means that this
would give only 18 data points, and multiyear daily
means are instead presented. For all runs, the climatologies
are hemispherically averaged, so that, for example,
Northern Hemisphere January is averaged with
Southern Hemisphere June. Confidence intervals on
the transition rates and latitudes identified in the sim-
ulations are evaluated using a bootstrapping technique
(e.g., Wilks 2011, 172–174).
3. Forcing and response time
The seasonal migration of the ITCZ is forced by
the change in insolation over the year, and consequent
variation of the interhemispheric temperature gradi-
ent (Bordoni and Schneider 2008). As a lowest-order
approach to understanding the seasonal shifts of the
ITCZ, we therefore investigate the response of the
model when we vary the orbital period of the aqua-
planet such as to slow down or speed up the rate of the
seasonal cycle.
To identify the ITCZ location in our simulations, we
evaluate the precipitation centroid, which we define as
the latitude that is the centroid of the area-integrated
precipitation from 458S to 458N. Although previous
studies have defined this purely over tropical latitudes
(Frierson and Hwang 2012; Donohoe et al. 2013), due to
the variety of climates explored in our simulations we
use a larger range of latitudes. We find that this gives a
reasonable estimate of ITCZ latitude and does not ap-
pear biased by midlatitude precipitation in all experi-
ments, with the exception of the no-wishe simulation, for
which it is therefore not used.
Figure 1a shows the seasonal cycle of the precipitation
for the control run. Also shown is a 500-hPa cross section
of the meridional overturning streamfunction,
C5
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where ps is surface pressure (see Fig. 8 for examples of
the latitude–pressure structure). The black line in-
dicates the precipitation centroid. Looking at Northern
Hemisphere spring and summer, the two regimes de-
scribed in section 1 can be seen from the strength of the
precipitation and overturning circulation. From pen-
tad 28 to 44, the precipitation is centered near the
equator in a narrower band, and two Hadley cells of
comparable strength exist. Between pentads 44 and 48
the precipitation centroid moves rapidly north, before
slowing again after reaching approximately 158N. In
this time, the circulation has shifted to the solstitial
regime, with a strong cross-equatorial winter cell and
weak summer cell, and more intense precipitation. This
regime persists for approximately 2 months (12 pen-
tads). The precipitation centroid then migrates more
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gradually back toward the equator, and the equinoctial
regime is reestablished.
It might be expected intuitively that the ITCZ would
migrate sinusoidally following the subsolar point; but
insolation is predominantly communicated to the at-
mosphere via the SST, and atmospheric circulations are
driven by gradients of temperature. These may not
evolve smoothly like the subsolar point. However, a
simple linearized model of the interhemispheric con-
trast in near-surface air temperature indicates that,
neglecting changes in the regime of the overturning
circulation throughout the year, the thermal gradient is
indeed expected to evolve sinusoidally (Zhou and Xie
2018). Seasonal changes in the circulation regime (cf.
Bordoni and Schneider 2008) induce deviations from
this estimate, and it can be seen that the precipitation
centroid in Fig. 1a does not follow a sinusoidal path
throughout the year.
Deviations from a sinusoid can be diagnosed by
plotting the rate of movement of the precipitation
centroid against its latitude. In this space, a simple
harmonic oscillator, with a sinusoidal change in dis-
placement with time, would be expected to follow an
ellipse. The trajectory for the control simulation is
shown by the black line in Fig. 2a, and is clearly not
sinusoidal. At low latitudes, the migration rate is
small, approximately 0.28day21. During the shift of
the precipitation centroid off the equator, the rate
increases, peaking at 0.58day21 at 7.78. The rate then
slows and the precipitation centroid moves more
gradually out to its maximum latitude of roughly 158,
before the direction of movement changes and the
precipitation centroid returns slowly toward the
equator.
Figure 2a also shows the trajectories for the opX
simulations. In op0.25, ITCZ migrations are small. No
regime change occurs, and the trajectory follows an
ellipse, consistent with solar forcing being the sole
driver in this case. Allowing for the change in the
seasonal cycle length, other simulations show similar
behavior to the control, including a peak in the rate of
movement as the precipitation centroid shifts off the
equator. As the model has more time to equilibrate,
the maximum latitude that the ITCZ reaches in-
creases with length of year, beginning to level out in
the longest-year-length runs (red circles, Fig. 2c).
Despite this increase in maximum latitude with year
length, the peak rate of migration of the ITCZ re-
mains at a similar latitude in all simulations where a
regime change occurs (black circles, Fig. 2c), with
an average of 7.18 6 1.28 (uncertainty interval corre-
sponds to two standard deviations). This indicates
that the latitude at which the transition occurs is in-
dependent of the length of the year.
The rate of ITCZ migration also varies between
simulations. The black and red circles in Fig. 2b show
the dependence on orbital period of the peak rate of
movement of the ITCZ and the rate of change of the
ITCZ’s latitude as it crosses the equator, respectively.
FIG. 1. Seasonal cycle of precipitation (colors) and 500-hPa
‘‘slice’’ of the meridional overturning circulation (gray contours,
interval: 1003 109 kg s21) for the (a) control, (b) no-wishe, and (c)
control-zs experiments. Where shown, the precipitation centroid
is indicated by the black line, and the zero overturning line is shown
in dark gray. Dashed gray contours indicate negative values of the
meridional overturning circulation. Note that pressure–latitude
plots of the overturning in control and control-zs are shown in
Fig. 8, which are time averages taken over the gray-shaded bars
from this figure.
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The peak migration rate increases with season length
up to the control, then decreases as the planet’s orbit
rate slows further. The rate of movement as the ITCZ
crosses the equator is used as an indicator for the rate
of ITCZ migration at other times of year than during
the regime change, and is seen to decrease as the orbital
period is slowed.
To assess over which sections of the annual cycle the
rate of movement of the ITCZ scales with the rate of
change of the insolation, Figs. 2d and 2e show equiva-
lent plots to Figs. 2a and 2b, but with the ITCZ mi-
gration rate scaled by P/PE. Aside from during the
regime transition, the trajectories for the three slowest
orbiting experiments overlap throughout the year, and
the red circles in Fig. 2e now level out at a value of
0.258day21. This shows that for a sufficiently long year
length, in both the equinoctial and solstitial regimes,
the rate of ITCZ migration is directly proportional
to the rate of change of the solar forcing. In contrast,
the peak rates, which occur over monsoon onset, do not
scale proportionately to the orbital period, with the
scaled peak rates continuing to increase with year
length. Over onset, the ITCZ migration rate is there-
fore not purely forced by insolation, and is fast relative
to this, indicating that a positive feedback occurs once
the ITCZ moves some distance from the equator. We
note that the difference in behavior for the shorter year
lengths indicates that scaling the mixed layer depth
FIG. 2. (a) Latitude of the precipitation centroid (8) vs rate of movement of the precipitation centroid (8 day21)
for the opX experiments, in which the aquaplanet’s orbital period and mixed layer depth are multiplied by a factor
X5 P/PE (see Table 1). The control experiment is indicated by the heavy black line. (b) ITCZ migration rate as a
function of P/PE. Black circles indicate the maximum rate for each run, and red circles indicate the rate at the
equator. (c) Maximum latitude the ITCZ reaches (red circles) and latitude at which the peak rate of ITCZ mi-
gration occurs (black circles). (d),(e) As in (a) and (b), respectively, but with the rate of movement of the pre-
cipitation centroid now also scaled by X. Lines in (b), (c), and (e) indicate the 95% confidence interval evaluated
using a bootstrapping technique.
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does not perfectly compensate for the longer year
length, but the convergence of the trajectories as year
length increases suggests this is still a reasonable ap-
proach to produce comparable experiments.
The results from the mldX experiments, shown in
Fig. 3a, allow exploration of the role of the response
time of the surface and of the behavior in configurations
where the maximum ITCZ latitude and the temperature
gradient will vary widely. For a deep mixed layer depth,
as in mld20, the ITCZ remains close to the equator
throughout the year, and the experiment remains in the
equinoctial regime. The maximum latitude reached in-
creases as mixed layer depth decreases, and in mld5 and
mld2.5 the ITCZ moves farther poleward than was seen
in the opX experiments. We find that the maximum
latitude scales linearly with mixed layer depth (see
Fig. 3c), and may be fitted with a relation:
f
max
5 25:96 1:72 (0:996 0:14)X
M
, (8)
where XM is the mixed layer depth as indicated in the
mldX experiment names. The intercept of the above
equation implies that for a zero or infinitesimally small
mixed layer depth, or at perpetual solstice, the ampli-
tude of the ITCZ migration has a maximum of 268
(at Earth’s obliquity). This is consistent with previous
research into the ITCZ latitude in perpetual solstice
simulations (e.g., Faulk et al. 2017).
We also see that as mixed layer depth decreases, the
rate of movement of the ITCZ increases both in the
equinoctial regime and during the regime change,
showing that the surface is responding to the insolation
more quickly. The rate on the equator and the peak
rate are again plotted in Fig. 3b. We find that these may
be fitted with relations
R
eq
5 0:086 0:021
0:966 0:10
X
M
(9)
and
R
max
5 0:896 0:072 (0:0396 0:006)X
M
, (10)
respectively. It appears that the maximum latitude
reached is proportional to the maximum migration
rate, and that this is limited by the mixed layer depth.
The difference between the relationships of the mi-
gration rate at the equator and the peak rate is in-
teresting. The inverse scaling on the equator suggests
that, aside from during the Hadley cell regime change,
the model has a response time proportional to the
mixed layer depth. However, over the regime change,
feedbacks result in a linear relationship between the
peak rate and mixed layer depth. Note that, in the limit
of a large mixed layer depth, for example, the 20-m
simulation shown in Fig. 3a, there is no regime change,
and we anticipate that the peak ITCZ migration rate
will follow (9).
Last, we also note that, as in the opX experiments, the
latitude at which the peak rate occurs is similar in all of
the mldX experiments where a regime transition oc-
curs, this time with an average of 7.28 6 1.28. This lat-
itude is consistent with that from the opX experiments,
and shows little variation with mixed layer depth de-
spite the wide range of maximum latitudes reached by
the ITCZ. This consistency suggests that the feedbacks
governing the regime change have some dependence
on latitude. Having demonstrated in this section that
FIG. 3. As Figs. 2a–c, but for the runs in which mixed layer depth
(but not orbital period) is varied. Lines are fits to the data following
(8)–(10).
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the transition rate and latitude are not simply gov-
erned by the rate of forcing, in the remainder of the
paper we explore the controls on these features of the
seasonal cycle.
4. Temperature feedbacks
One potential process that could cause a fast transi-
tion from the equinoctial to solstitial regime is a positive
feedback between the cell strength and the location of
themaximum in lower-level moist static energy, which is
known to be correlated with the ITCZ latitude (Privé
and Plumb 2007). As discussed in section 1, Schneider
and Bordoni (2008) identified such a feedback between
the cell strength and the 850-hPa meridional tempera-
ture gradient. In our moist simulations we observe be-
havior consistent with this. In contrast with Schneider
and Bordoni (2008), who relax the SSTs to a prescribed
profile, our simulations also include a slab ocean whose
temperature interacts with the atmosphere, providing an
additional possible source of feedbacks through sea-
sonal modifications of the SST, for example viaWISHE.
In axisymmetric models, WISHE has been shown to be
able to cause a transition to a cross-equatorial AM-
conserving flow in circumstances where forcing is weak
and this would not otherwise occur, and, for stronger
forcings, to shift the transition earlier in the seasonal
cycle (e.g., Boos and Emanuel 2008a,b). To explore the
role of WISHE in the transition in our simulations, we
compare the control with the no-wishe experiment, in
which the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes do not
depend on the lowest model level wind speed.
Figures 1a and 1b show the zonal-mean precipitation
as a function of time and latitude for the control and no-
wishe experiments. Similarly to the control simulation,
the peak precipitation in no-wishe does not migrate si-
nusoidally, consistent with the temperature advection
feedbacks of Schneider and Bordoni (2008). In fact, we
now find that there is not only a jump in the location of
the ITCZ during the transition from the equinoctial to
the solstitial regime, but also during the reverse transi-
tion. As this is not seen in the control, where the surface
heat fluxes respond to the atmospheric wind speed, we
deduce that WISHE slows the return of the ITCZ to the
equator here.
To identify the cause of this difference, we look at
the evolution of the SSTs throughout the year in
the simulations. Figure 4a shows the climatological
SST for the control experiment. Similarly to the pre-
cipitation centroid (Fig. 1a), it can be seen that the
peak SST does not migrate sinusoidally. While the
ITCZ is near the equator, warm SSTs expand over
latitudes between the equator and 258 in the ‘‘spring’’
hemisphere. Additionally, temperatures below the
ITCZ remain warm in the ‘‘autumn’’ hemisphere during
the ITCZ’s return toward the equator. This behavior is
not seen in the no-wishe experiment, shown in Fig. 5a,
where the temperature structure is more symmetric
betweenmonsoon onset and withdrawal, consistent with
the behavior of the precipitation in this experiment.
To investigate how the SSTs are influenced by
WISHE, in Figs. 4b and 5b we plot the rate of change of
the SST, and in Figs. 4c–f and 5c–f the surface energy
fluxes whose imbalance drives the SST change [right-
hand side of (6)]. The rate of change of SST is domi-
nantly controlled by the pattern of shortwave heating,
with the longwave and latent heat fluxes acting to
cool the surface and prevent an increase in the global
annual-mean temperature. Under the Hadley cells,
where the air contains more moisture, the net upward
longwave heat flux is weaker in magnitude. The moist
air reemits more radiation downward back toward the
surface, reducing the surface cooling here. In this re-
gion, the latent heat flux is instead the dominant cool-
ing mechanism for the surface.
Figures 4f and 5f suggest that the latent heat flux is
responsible for the slower decrease in SST as the ITCZ
returns toward the equator. During this phase of the
seasonal cycle, in the control a minimum in evaporative
cooling can be seen beneath the ITCZ. This minimum in
evaporative cooling is not present in the no-wishe ex-
periment. To identify the cause of this minimum, in
Fig. 6 we divide the evaporative cooling in the control
into its constituent parts, using
H
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5Lr
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a
j(q
a
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s
) . (11)
In (11), ra, jvaj, and qa are the density, horizontal wind
speed, and specific humidity at the lowest model level,
respectively; L is the latent heat of vaporization of
water; Cd is the drag coefficient; and qs is the satura-
tion specific humidity at the surface temperature [cf.
Eq. (11); Frierson et al. 2006].
Figure 6a shows the difference in the specific humid-
ity of the lowest model layer and the saturation spe-
cific humidity at the surface temperature. This has
its largest magnitude below the ITCZ throughout
the year, and hence cannot explain the minimum in
evaporative cooling. The air density (Fig. 6b) is pre-
dominantly controlled by temperature, and so is
lowest near the equator, increasing toward the poles.
This does not exhibit any finer structure resem-
bling Fig. 4f. However, we see that the lower-level
wind speed magnitude (Fig. 6c) has a minimum value
below the ITCZ when this is near the equator, before
increasing as the cell shifts to the cross-equatorial,
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solstitial regime. We conclude that the minimum in
evaporative cooling is due to the low horizontal
wind speeds below the narrow ascending region in
the equinoctial regime. The reduced cooling causes
the SST to remain warmer for longer, slowing the
return of the ITCZ to the equator. In Fig. 1, it can also
be seen that the zero line of the meridional stream-
function jumps off the equator at the start of summer
in the control experiment, while it migrates more
smoothly in the no-wishe experiment. This suggests
that, in addition to slowing withdrawal, the reduced
evaporative cooling also acts to accelerate monsoon
onset. Once the ITCZ crosses the equator, the re-
duced cooling beneath it helps to warm the summer
hemisphere, encouraging the transition to the solsti-
tial regime.
An additional possible source of asymmetry between
onset and withdrawal is moisture–radiation interactions
within the atmospheric column, for example, via en-
hanced absorption or emission of radiation due to the
column moisture content, which could modify the SST
or lower-level temperatures. In the no-wishe experi-
ment, the SST depends only on the incident insolation
and the contrasts in temperature and humidity between
the surface and lowest model level, rather than on
lowest-level wind speed. In addition to helping to sep-
arate out the role of WISHE, the no-wishe experiment
therefore also gives some insight into the importance of
these moisture–radiation interactions. Figure 5c shows
the net shortwave flux at the surface in colors, and the
insolation in gray contours. It can be seen that ab-
sorption of shortwave radiation by water vapor results
in a slight change in the seasonally evolving structure of
the surface flux from that of the incident flux. For
example, the subsolar point migrates into the North-
ern Hemisphere at roughly pentad 16. As the North-
ern Hemisphere is cooler at this time, it contains less
water vapor. Shortwave absorption is relatively weak.
As the Northern Hemisphere begins to warm, more
water vapor is in columns at a given latitude, resulting
FIG. 4. Seasonal cycle of (a) SST (K), (b) the rate of change of SST (K day21), and the net surface fluxes (Wm22), directed downward, of
(c) shortwave and (d) longwave radiation, (e) sensible heat, and (f) latent heat in the control. The precipitation centroid and 500-hPa
overturning circulation are shown for reference, as in Fig. 1.
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in more absorption and a slight decrease in magni-
tude of the shortwave surface flux. However, compared
with the WISHE feedbacks, this moisture–radiation
effect appears small, as for example, the warming and
cooling of each hemisphere in the no-wishe experiment
SST is almost symmetric compared with the control
(see Figs. 4a and 5a).
Although the differences between the control
and no-wishe experiments show that interactions
between the surface and atmosphere do modulate
aquaplanet monsoon onset and withdrawal, that
rapid transitions are observed in no-wishe shows
that processes internal to the atmosphere are likely
more important. The remainder of the paper will
explore these internal feedbacks in more detail. We
additionally note that the presence of clouds would
significantly alter the shortwave and longwave fluxes,
and that a coupled ocean might strongly alter the
balance of surface fluxes. We hope to explore these
factors in future work.
5. Effect of varying the rotation rate
In section 3, it was observed that the transition lat-
itude does not vary when mixed layer depth is varied,
despite the resulting changes to, for example, the
meridional temperature gradient and the maximum
latitude reached by the ITCZ. From (3) and (5), it can
be seen that altering planetary rotation rate or radius
will alter the AM-conserving zonal wind and equiva-
lent potential temperature profiles. In this section, we
therefore investigate whether varying planetary rota-
tion rate alters the transition latitude, as changing
mixed layer depth and orbital period did not.
Figures 7a–c show the latitude and rate of movement
of the precipitation centroid for the rtX simulations
for mixed layer depths of 5 (top), 10 (center), and 15m
(bottom). The same basic features as in the control
experiment are again seen, with a peak in migration
rate once the ITCZ moves sufficiently far from the
equator, so that the trajectory deviates from the ellipse
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the no-wishe experiment. Note that here the precipitation centroid is not shown, as this was found to give a
poor estimate of the ITCZ location for this experiment. Also, in (c), the insolation is shown with gray contours, with a contour interval of
50Wm22 (maximum contour is 450Wm22).
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that would be expected for simple harmonic oscillator-
like behavior. As rotation rate decreases, the ITCZ
reaches progressively higher latitudes, consistent with
theories for the solstitial Hadley cell (Lindzen and Hou
1988; Caballero et al. 2008). In contrast to the results of
the mldX simulations, where transition latitude re-
mained similar in all experiments, here we find that the
transition latitude decreases with increasing rotation
rate, as shown in Fig. 7e.
This change in the transition latitude in the rtX ex-
periments might be interpreted in relation to changes
of the equivalent potential temperature gradient as-
sociated with the AM-conserving wind as plane-
tary rotation changes, and in how the momentum and
vorticity budgets rebalance during the regime change.
Looking at (5), we find that this equivalent potential
temperature gradient decreases as rotation rate de-
creases, but increases asf1 increases.Wemight therefore
interpret the behavior seen in Fig. 7e as a need for ITCZ
latitude to increase as rotation rate decreases in order
to produce the same equivalent potential temperature
gradient, and consequently similar thermal forcing and
feedbacks on the meridional circulation, as discussed in
section 1. However, relating this to the observed change
in latitude is challenging, as it is not clear atwhich latitude
the equivalent potential temperature gradient should be
considered, and further, the theoretical equivalent po-
tential temperature gradient does not consistently match
the modeled profiles as rotation is varied (not shown).
Alternatively, Geen et al. (2018) noted a sudden increase
inmagnitude of the vortex stretching term in the vorticity
budget during the regime change, so that, over the ITCZ,
during onset this became the dominant term in the bud-
get, that is,
›z
›t
;2( f 1 z)=  u . (12)
A reduction in z, so that f 1 z approaches zero,
would result in an upper-level flow nearer to an AM-
conserving state; see (2). If this process mediates mon-
soon onset, the increase in the transition latitude as
rotation rate is decreased might alternatively be in-
terpreted as the ITCZ needing to travel further from the
equator when rotation rate is decreased in order for
vortex stretching to become significant. However, we find
in our simulations that the ITCZ begins to move rapidly
prior to the increase in this term and to the decrease in
upper-level absolute vorticity. With neither approach
appearing to explain the observed behavior, we leave a
complete explanation of this for future work.
While the transition latitude decreases monotonically
with rotation rate, Fig. 7d shows that the transition rate
does not follow such simple behavior. Interestingly, this
instead has a maximum at Earth’s rotation rate, possibly
implying that the rotation rate of Earth is such as to
make the planet particularly susceptible to a rapid
onset of monsoon precipitation. The results of the
simulations with 5- and 15-m mixed layer depths,
shown by red and blue circles, respectively, confirm
that the maximum rate is still at Earth’s rotation rate
when the response time of the model is altered.
Analysis of the Rossby number and decomposition of
the overturning circulation into mean-flow and eddy-
driven components (cf. Schneider and Bordoni 2008) for
the slow-rotation-rate experiments (not shown) con-
firms that these do enter an eddy-driven regime while
the ITCZ is near the equator. This indicates that the
slower peak ITCZmigration rates in these cases are not
due to a lack of a regime change. We suggest that the
slow transition rates at low rotation rate might relate
FIG. 6. Terms contributing to the modeled surface flux of la-
tent heat. (a) Difference between lowest-model-layer specific hu-
midity and saturation specific humidity at the surface temperature
(g kg21). (b) Air density at the lowest model level (kgm23).
(c)Absolute horizontal wind speed at the lowestmodel level (m s21).
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to a weaker equivalent potential temperature gradient
[cf. (5)], which may reduce the efficacy of temperature
feedbacks in these cases. In the case of fast planetary
rotation rate, we propose that stronger Coriolis force
results in the zonal wind gradient needing to become
much steeper to approach angular momentum con-
servation, and becoming baroclinically unstable at
lower latitudes, resulting in a slower transition confined
over a smaller range of latitudes. However, we have
not been able to conclusively support these ideas, and,
as with the transition latitude, a simple explanation of
this behavior remains to be determined.
6. The role of eddies
As a final potential control on the rate of movement of
the ITCZ, we investigate the role of eddies. Figure 1c
shows the seasonal cycle of precipitation and
500-hPa meridional streamfunction for the axisym-
metric control-zs simulation. The overall behavior
is similar to that of the control simulation (Fig. 1a),
with fast shifts from the equinoctial to solstitial state.
However, clear differences can also be seen between
the eddy-permitting and axisymmetric simulations.
The equinoctial state is much shorter-lived in control-
zs compared with the control simulation, and the
transition occurs more rapidly.
Figure 8 shows the meridional overturning circula-
tion, zonal wind speed, and AM in both the eddy-
permitting and axisymmetric experiments for the time
periods denoted by the gray bands in Figs. 1a and c.
These have been selected such that the first and last
bands are over time periods where the control is in the
same state as control-zs, while for the middle band the
control-zs and control simulations are in the solstitial
and equinoctial states, respectively (cf. Fig. 1).
Looking first at the equinoctial state (left column), it
can be seen that both simulations have some meridional
circulation. However, in control-zs, where there is no
eddy driving, this circulation is slightly weaker. We also
note that the streamfunction appears to align reason-
ably well with theAM contours in control-zs compared
with in the control. This suggests the flow in this case is
close to AM-conserving, as would be expected for a
FIG. 7. (a)–(c) Latitude of the precipitation cen-
troid (8) vs rate of movement of the precipitation
centroid (8 day21) for runs in which the aquaplanet’s
rotation rate is varied. Experiments with Earth’s
rotation rate are indicated by the heavy black line.
Mixed layer depths used are (a) 5, (b) 10, and
(c) 15 m. (d) Maximum ITCZ migration rate as a
function ofV/VE. (e) Latitude at which the peak rate
of ITCZ migration occurs. Colors in (d) and
(e) indicate runs with mixed layer depths of 10
(black), 5 (red), and 15m (blue).
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near-equilibrium, axisymmetric flow [cf. (2)]. The
upper-level jets are much stronger in the axisymmetric
simulation, but surface winds are weaker. It appears
that with no eddies, strong, baroclinically unstable
wind and temperature profiles are able to develop,
with strong upper-level easterlies at low latitudes, and
strong subtropical westerlies.
The middle column of Fig. 8 shows the time period
over which the axisymmetric and eddy-permitting
simulations are most different. In the control experi-
ment, the winter cell has strengthened slightly relative
to the summer cell, but the ITCZ still sits over the
equator. In contrast, in the axisymmetric simulation,
the ITCZ has shifted into the summer hemisphere,
and a strong cross-equatorial circulation has devel-
oped. This circulation has a jump at the equator, which
Pauluis (2004) showed can occur in an axisymmetric
simulation when the temperature gradient is weak.
Eventually, both simulations enter the solstitial state.
In this state, the Hadley cells in the two experiments
have similar strengths, suggesting that eddies do not
play the same role in strengthening the circulation as
they do in the equinoctial state. The flow in the
axisymmetric case appears near-AM-conserving in all
time periods. In the later period, the cross-equatorial
temperature gradient has strengthened, and the axi-
symmetric overturning circulation no longer has an
equatorial jump.
The upper-level momentum budget, (1), can be ex-
pressed in a simplified form to give an equation for y
(cf. Bordoni and Schneider 2010):
f y5M1E1 t , (13)
where M includes all terms relating to the zonal-mean
tendencies, E includes all terms relating to eddies, and
t accounts for the time tendency of the zonal wind.Dividing
through by the Coriolis parameter, the above can be used
to partition the mass streamfunction into components as-
sociated with the mean flow CM, eddies CE, and time
evolution Ct. Figure 9 shows this breakdown for the con-
trol and control-zs experiments at 500hPa. Values are
taken at the latitude atwhichC has itsminimumvalue (i.e.,
where the Southern Hemisphere cell is strongest), with
latitudes south of 78 excluded to eliminate spurious large
values introduced by dividing by the Coriolis parameter.
FIG. 8. Zonal wind speed (m s21; colors), mass streamfunction (kg s21; black contours), and AM per unit mass (m2 s21; gray contours)
for (a)–(c) the control and (d)–(f) control-zs over the averaging periods indicated in Fig. 1c. For the mass streamfunction, solid con-
tours indicate positive values, and dashed contours indicate negative values, with the zero contour also solid. The contour interval is
1003 109 kg s21 for the mass streamfunction. For AM, a contour spacing ofVa2 cos2fi (fi5 08, 658, 6108, :::) is used, to aid comparison
with Bordoni and Schneider (2010).
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As expected from the discussion in section 1, for the
control, we see that throughout winter the Southern
Hemisphere Hadley cell has a weak magnitude, and is
predominantly eddy driven. In Northern Hemisphere
summer this increases in strength rapidly, and is now
dominantly in balance with the mean flow, indicating
that the cell is now closer to AM-conserving. In the
control-zs experiment, where there are no eddies, we
instead find that the cell is AM-conserving throughout
the year. We therefore note that, although a fast mi-
gration of the ITCZ is observed in this simulation, this
indicates that no change in the dynamical regime of the
cell occurs.
In a seasonally evolving dry model, Bordoni and
Schneider (2010) found that eddies sharpened the
transition compared with the axisymmetric case. In
their simulations, they observed that the overturn-
ing circulation in the equinoctial state deviated sig-
nificantly from an AM-conserving flow. While in
their eddy-permitting case, the Coriolis force in the
equinoctial regime was balanced by eddy momentum
fluxes, in the axisymmetric case they found this was
associated with a strong tendency on the zonal wind,
indicating a transient equinoctial regime. Dry axi-
symmetric atmospheres of this kind are known to
have equilibration times of around 100 days or more
(e.g., Fang and Tung 1999). In contrast, we find
that the moist model appears to equilibrate more
quickly,1 with the time tendency Ct negligible in
Fig. 9b. Consistent with this, the streamfunction
contours in Fig. 8d are generally roughly aligned with
the contours of AM, particularly at upper levels. A
fast increase in cell strength is still observed as the
ITCZ shifts off the equator, possibly relating to the
threshold behavior of Plumb and Hou (1992). We
note that experiments run with a SST distribution
similar to that used in Bordoni and Schneider (2010)
gave similar results, with faster ITCZ migrations
seen over onset in the axisymmetric case than
the eddy permitting case, and that using their diffu-
sion parameterization did not change this behavior
(not shown).
The key difference between the results from the
moist model presented here, and those from the dry
simulations appears to be the equilibration time.
Where the equilibration time is slower, the axisym-
metric equinoctial regime is a transient state with
nonzero overturning circulation. This circulation per-
sists until advective temperature feedbacks cause a
transition to the solstitial regime. Here, where the
model equilibrates faster, the circulation is AM-
conserving throughout the year, and appears to be
governed by the threshold behavior discussed in
Plumb and Hou (1992) and Emanuel (1995). Transi-
tions are rapid compared with both dry simulations
(Bordoni and Schneider 2010), and with the control
simulation presented here. From this perspective,
the role of eddies is predominantly to allow a stable
circulation to exist in the equinoctial state, so that
the ITCZ remains near the equator for longer. These
results do not preclude an important role for eddies
in mediating the regime change in eddy-permitting
simulations, and it can be expected that a faster sup-
pression of eddy activity will result in a more rapid
transition.
FIG. 9. Breakdown of the 500-hPa overturning strength C into
components associated with the zonal-mean flow CM, eddies CE,
and disequilibriumCt for (a) the control and (b) control-zs. Values
are taken at the latitude at which C takes its minimum value (i.e.,
where the Southern Hemisphere cell is strongest), but with lati-
tudes south of 78masked to avoid spurious high values produced by
having f on the denominator. Note that values of C here are mul-
tiplied by 21 to give positive values for ease of viewing.
1 Tests indicate that the overturning circulation in the axisym-
metric moist model adjusts to an abrupt change in peak SST lati-
tude from 08 to 258N instantaneously and fully equilibrates within
60 days (not shown).
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7. Summary and discussion
Using a range of idealized simulations, we have in-
vestigated the controls on the regime changes of the
Hadley circulation and consequent shifts of the ITCZ
throughout the seasonal cycle. To lowest order, the rate
of migration of the ITCZ can be expected to be linearly
proportional to the rate of change of the interhemi-
spheric temperature contrast, which, in the absence
of changes in the circulation regime, is expected to
vary approximately sinusoidally over the annual cycle
(Zhou and Xie 2018). By varying the orbital period
of an aquaplanet, we have demonstrated that this is
indeed the case over much of the year. However, in
simulations with a sufficiently shallow mixed layer
depth, we find that there is a part of the year, ‘‘aqua-
planet monsoon onset,’’ over which this linear relation
does not apply. At the beginning of the summer sea-
son in these experiments, the circulation undergoes a
rapid change from an eddy-driven equinoctial regime
to an AM-conserving solstitial regime and the ITCZ
latitude increases suddenly. This behavior is similar to
that seen during the onset of Earth’s monsoons. The
ITCZ migration rate during this transition does not
vary linearly with the orbital period, consistent with
the results of previous studies suggesting that dy-
namical feedbacks are involved in monsoon onset.
Interestingly, the peak in the rate of movement of the
ITCZ occurs at the same latitude in simulations in
which orbital period andmixed layer depth are varied,
despite the wide range of climates these changes re-
sult in. This suggests that, for a fixed rotation rate, the
regime change requires the ITCZ to move a certain
distance off of the equator. Consistent with this, in
simulations with a deep mixed layer depth or very
short orbital period, the ITCZ remains close to the
equator and the Hadley circulation does not exhibit
any rapid changes, with the circulation unable to leave
the equinoctial regime.
The jump in ITCZ latitude in the control simula-
tion is accompanied by a sudden increase in summer-
hemisphere surface temperature. Previous work (Schneider
and Bordoni 2008) has shown that the temperature ten-
dency due to advection in the lower branch of the
Hadley circulation is such as to reinforce the meridional
temperature gradient. This results in a positive feed-
back, strengthening the flow. Our simulated climates
are consistent with this. However, in contrast with this
previous work, our model also includes a slab ocean,
which we find provides an additional feedback onto
the circulation via modification of the SST byWISHE.
In an experiment in which WISHE is suppressed, we
see a second rapid shift of the ITCZ latitude during
the transition from the solstitial to equinoctial regime.
We find that where WISHE is included, evaporative
feedbacks slow this aquaplanet monsoon withdrawal,
with low horizontal winds under the ITCZ keeping
the evaporative flux from the surface low and main-
taining warm SSTs under the ITCZ as it returns to
the equator. This evaporative feedback also appears
to act to sharpen the transition of the ITCZ off the
equator.
While the transition latitude did not vary signifi-
cantly with orbital period or mixed layer depth, we
find that it does vary when the planetary rotation rate
is altered. This behavior is consistent with expecta-
tions from theories involving the dependence of
both the AM-conserving equivalent potential tem-
perature gradient and the momentum/vorticity bud-
gets on planetary rotation rate. Unexpectedly, we also
found that when rotation rate is varied, the transition
rate varies nonmonotonically with rotation rate.
The ITCZmigration rate increases with rotation up to
approximately Earth’s rotation rate, then decreases,
even when the mixed layer depth is also varied. This
peak in onset rate near to our rotation rate suggests
that Earth may be particularly ‘‘well-tuned’’ for a fast
monsoon onset. However, a more quantitative ex-
ploration of the role of planetary rotation rate in de-
termining both the regime change latitude and rate
remains for future work.
Previous studies of monsoon transitions in dry
models suggested that eddies are important in sharp-
ening monsoon onset (Bordoni and Schneider 2010).
Comparing the control experiment with an axisym-
metric simulation forced by the control SSTs, we
found that in this moist model, the ITCZ migrations
over onset were in fact faster without eddies, and the
circulation is AM-conserving throughout the year.
This is in contrast with the results from dry models,
where a non-AM-conserving equinoctial regime was
observed, with the Coriolis force balanced instead
by the time tendency of the zonal wind. It appears
that with the parameterizations used here, the mo-
del equilibrates faster, possibly due to the inclusion
of moist processes. The result is a very rapid shift to a
cross-equatorial flow once there is thermal forcing off
the equator, consistent with Plumb and Hou (1992).
This fast transition in our axisymmetric case does not
preclude suppression of eddy activity by upper-level
easterlies from mediating the transition in eddy-
permitting simulations, but it does highlight that an
important role of eddies is in allowing an equinoctial
circulation to persist for an extended period.
To summarize, in this study we have explored
the processes controlling monsoon onset behavior in
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aquaplanets. We find that the movement of the ITCZ
during the transitions between the equinoctial and
solstitial regimes is influenced by thermal feedbacks
both internal to the atmosphere and via interactions
with the surface via WISHE. Eddies are found to be
important in allowing an equinoctial-type regime to
persist, but are not essential for sudden changes in
ITCZ latitude. The latitude at which the transition
occurs varies with planetary rotation rate, but not with
mixed layer depth or orbital period, suggesting that
planetary parameters play a key role in controlling
monsoon onset. If this result can be extended to cases
with nonuniform boundary conditions, this insight
might prove useful in developing constraints on real-
world monsoon behavior.
Open issues remain, including a more quantitative
framework for understanding how planetary rota-
tion rate alters the regime change behavior. In fu-
ture work, we hope to explore this further, and also
to extend this framework to the processes involved
in cases with nonzonally symmetric boundary condi-
tions, and in particular to understanding Earth’s
monsoons. In this case, it is expected that land surface
processes and land–sea contrast will play more of a role
in mediating the regime change, by modifying both the
surface and upper-level conditions. In the long term, we
hope that additional understanding of the dynamics and
feedbacks involved in monsoon onset can help in im-
proving predictability of Asian monsoon onset and in
analyzing projections of future changes.
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